Republic Services
CASE STUDY
Elevation Marketing's extensive media audit
analyzes industry trends and themes to shape
waste industry leader’s new brand platform.
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BACKGROUND

The Massive Waste
Management Enterprise
Operates In 41 States
As Well As Puerto Rico.
Incorporated in 1996, Republic Services is one of
the nation’s largest waste, trash and recycling
service providers. The massive waste management
enterprise operates 340 collection operations,
201 transfer stations, 193 active landfills, 67 recycling
centers, 8 treatment, recovery and disposal facilities
and numerous other sites spanning 41 states as well as
Puerto Rico. Republic Services employs more than
30,000 people across the nation.

Republic Services employs
more than 30,000 people
across the nation.

CHALLENGE

After a Decade of Growth
Through Mergers And Acquisitions,
The #2 Waste And Recycling
Services Provider in North America
Had Little to no Brand Recognition
As a holding company, Republic oversees more than 340 brands under its
business umbrella. The holding company sought to consolidate all
340-plus brands within its corporate infrastructure into a single, cohesive
brand platform. All verticals would need to be taken into consideration,
including residential, commercial, government and environmental.
Gauging how brand messaging could support Republic Services’ relevance
within the industry conversation would be a critical objective. The company
was in need of extensive research to make the best decisions about its singular
brand going forward.

STRATEGY

Engage a Massive Media Audit of The Entire
Waste And Recycling Industry to Gauge Sentiment
About The Republic Services Brand Within it
Elevation Marketing executed a large-scale media audit of the trash, waste and recycling industry – as a whole
- across local, regional, trade and national media that took into account the variety of verticals involved.
Elevation utilizes a four-step process to develop highly effective media audits. Those steps include:
1.

Industry and vertical research: Elevation analyzes all significant and related articles published across relevant
industries. This industry research uncovers the state of the current media landscape, determining the volume, sentiment,
and common themes in relevant articles, while assessing opportunities to gain exposure among these publications.

2.

Brand messaging and coverage research: The Elevation team analyzes all brand coverage across relevant
industry publications. This step reveals where the company has been featured in the media, the consistency
and sentiment of coverage, as well as an analysis of the content topics relating to brand messaging.

3.

Competitor messaging and coverage research: Elevation also evaluates coverage across key
competitors to examine competitor reach and understand missed opportunities within a public
relations and media strategy. Assessing coverage volume, messaging, sentiment and share of voice
reveals missed opportunities to be featured alongside, or in place of, competitor mentions.

4.

Vertical analysis and opportunity identification: Elevation reviews research findings to identify what is working within
a brand’s media strategy and extrapolates new opportunities into strategic initiatives. Strategic recommendations
are made around public relations, integrated with content, digital marketing and social media initiatives.

STRATEGY
More than 5,000 media records including Republic Services and competitor
mentions were pulled for a one-year period based on keywords, sentiment and reach.
Themes and trends were identified and others that were under-reported or not
covered at all were also examined. Elevation then prepared a formal report with
high-level findings and messaging/platform recommendations to help with
Republic Services’ single, centralized brand strategy execution going forward.
This work would also inform other Elevation work for Republic Services
like website content strategy to support a revamp of its web properties,
which included division microsites, landing pages, a national accounts
customer portal in addition to two lead generation microsites.
Prior to making its recommendations, Elevation also took deliberate,
proven steps with branding initiatives, which include:

•

Internal stakeholder research

•

Competitive research

•

Industry research

•

Customer/prospect research

•

Considering a variety of brand positioning alternatives/recommendations

•

Key message development

•

Creative development to bring a new brand position to life

The report also highlighted Republic Services’ share of voice as well as voice
for its competitors. In addition, Republic Services’ role in conversations about
the industry and its role in the industry, in general, was also examined.

DELIVERABLE

•

Media audit of waste and recycling Industry

•

Final report of audit findings, including brand
recommendations

ELEVATION MARKETING
EXECUTED A LARGESCALE MEDIA AUDIT OF
THE TRASH, WASTE AND
RECYCLING INDUSTRY.

BUSINESS WINS

Its New Brand Positioning Unified
the Divisions Across North America
Within nine months, the company’s online identity was completely revamped.
Its new brand positioning unified the divisions across North America,
giving it distinction from small, local competitors and national alternatives like
Waste Management. With Elevation Marketing’s high-level brand
repositioning recommendations, Republic Services could better execute
on its new brand platform, thanks to:
•

A clear definition of Republic Services’ share-of-voice relative to the competition

•

Identification of strategic opportunities for thought-leadership to support
the new brand positioning

•

A newly established baseline for proactive media relations initiatives

ABOUT ELEVATION

Elevation Marketing is a full-service B2B marketing agency,
providing exceptional client experiences that result in more
business wins. We go beyond tactics to inspire experiences
that build brand believers. From a holistic perspective, we
focus on all aspects of operations and strategy to ensure
alignment between marketing and sales.
We have a strong command of inbound marketing, and
know how to effectively manage, deliver and retain buyers.
We offer full-cycle web development services for the
enterprise. We build bridges of communication, streamlining
the dissemination of information to targeted entities.

Whether its partner portals, online stores, web apps or
microsites, our custom digital solutions help you govern
personal data through its entire lifecycle for superior lead
generation and nurturing.
If you have a B2B product or service that solves real-world
problems, then you’ve done your job. We’ll do ours by
connecting you to the B2B decision makers that will
benefit from what you have to offer.
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